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Phase separation in giant planets: inhomogeneous evolution of Sa
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Abstract

We present the first models of Jupiter and Saturn to couple their evolution to both a radiative-atmosphere grid and to high-pres
diagrams of hydrogen with helium and other admixtures. We find that prior calculated phase diagrams in which Saturn’s interio
a region of predicted helium immiscibility do not allow enough energy release to prolong Saturn’s cooling to its known age and
temperature. We explore modifications to published phase diagrams that would lead to greater energy release, and propose a mo
phase diagram that is physically reasonable, leads to the correct extension of Saturn’s cooling, and predicts an atmospheric h
fractionYatmos= 0.185, in agreement with recent estimates. We also explore the possibility of internal separation of elements hea
helium, and find that, alternatively, such separation could prolong Saturn’s cooling to its known age and effective temperature unde
phase diagram and heavy element abundance (in which case Saturn’sYatmoswould be solar but heavier elements would be depleted). In n
of these scenarios does Jupiter’s interior evolve to any region of helium or heavy-element immiscibility: Jupiter evolves homogen
the present day. We discuss the implications of our calculations for Saturn’s primordial core mass.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The interiors of Jupiter and Saturn, extrasolar giant p
ets (EGPs), and brown dwarfs (BDs) are all described
similar physics: these bodies are mainly composed of liq
metallic hydrogen, and their interior energy transport ma
occurs through efficient convection (Burrows et al., 20
Hubbard et al., 2002), leading to largely isentropic inte
ors. Jupiter and Saturn, whose radius, mass, luminosity
age are known precisely, can serve as calibrators of ther
history calculations for the entire class of objects. They
provide a test of the adequacy of the diverse physical mo
including interior thermodynamics, heat transport mec
nisms, and model-atmosphere grid, entering into the gen
thermal-history theory for EGPs and BDs. However, at v
low effective temperatures (∼ 100 K), the corresponding in
terior temperatures may become low enough for phase
aration of abundant interior components to occur, and
effect must be quantitatively evaluated before Jupiter
Saturn can be used as calibrators. The purpose of this p
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is to provide a quantitative assessment of inhomogen
evolution in Jupiter and Saturn.

1.1. Simplified evolution theory

A thermal-history calculation for an isolated nonrotat
giant planet of massM, radiusa, and specified compositio
(atomic abundances relative to hydrogen, relative to s
abundances, an array symbolically denoted asX), yields re-
lations of the form

L ≡ 4πσa2T 4
eff = L(M, t,X),

(1)a = a(M, t,X),

whereL is the planet’s luminosity,σ is the Stefan–Boltz
mann constant,Teff is the planet’s effective temperature, a
t is the planet’s age (time since accretion of its hydro
envelope). Under the assumption of homogeneous ev
tion, i.e., thatX(r) = constant (wherer is the radius of a
mass shell inside the planet) andS(r) = constant (whereS
is the entropy per unit mass of the deep interior), exp
sions (1) can be derived with the help of a grid of mo
atmospheres. The grid is obtained by choosing indepen
variablesTeff andg (atmosphere’s surface gravity), integr
ing the atmospheric structure inward to a depth where
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fully convective and essentially isentropic, and then ca
latingS at depth:

(2)S = S(Teff, g,X),

where the surface gravity is given by

(3)g = GM/a2.

In addition to inhomogeneous evolution (phase sep
tion), a number of other effects, leading to modifications
relations (1) and (2), must first be assessed for a descrip
of the evolution of Jupiter and Saturn. These effects ar
follows.

1.2. Irradiation

Power absorbed from the Sun is a significant compon
of the total luminosity of both Jupiter and Saturn. Inde
for EGP “roasters” such as 51 Peg B and HD209458
absorbed power from the parent star must contribute the
ponderance of the planet’s luminosity. Most properly,
should include irradiation in the grid of model atmosphe
Thus, a given model atmosphere of prescribedg, Teff, and
X should include a self-consistent treatment of the abs
tion and scattering of solar photons at each level, and
integrated to the depth where the atmosphere stays co
tive andS becomes constant. Although such self-consis
calculations are in progress and will be reported in fut
papers, here we make a traditional approximation tha
lows a treatment of irradiation within the framework of
grid of model atmospheres for isolated objects. The appr
mation consists of assuming that stellar photons scattere
the atmosphere do not cause its thermal structure to de
from that of an isolated object, and that the remaining ste
photons are absorbed (thermalized) within the object’s d
convective deep layers whereS is constant. In this approx
mation, the parameterTeff represents the effective temper
ture of all thermal photons radiated by the object into spa
relation (2) for isolated objects is then used in unmodifi
form. However, if we equateL to the intrinsic luminosity of
the planet, i.e., to the total power radiated into space der
from the planet’s interior, Eq. (1) must be modified to

(4)L ≡ 4πσa2(T 4
eff − T 4

eq

) = L(M, t,X),

whereTeq is the effective temperature that the planet wo
have if itsL = 0, i.e., no intrinsic luminosity. We deriveTeq
from the Bond albedo,A, according to

(5)4πσa2T 4
eq= (1−A)πa2LS/4πR2,

whereLS is the solar luminosity andR is the Sun-plane
distance. As described in Hubbard et al. (1999), we
an expression forLS = LS(t) from solar evolution models
However, we do not yet have an adequate model forA(t).
Thus we use the measured present-dayA for both planets
for all t . This simplification is relatively minor since Jupit
and Saturn have spent the past∼ 3 Gyr with Teffs < 20%
-

Table 1
Heat flow parameters

Planet Teff (K) A Teq (K)

Jupiter 124.4± 0.3 0.343± 0.043 110.1± 1.3
Saturn 95.0± 0.4 0.344± 0.040 81.3± 1.0

warmer than their current values. As will be discussed la
uncertainties in the atmosphere grid and the H/He EOS h
larger effects on evolution calculations.

Heat flow parameters used in this paper for the pres
day Jupiter and Saturn are given in Table 1; values are
rived from the review paper of Conrath et al. (1989).

1.3. Nonadiabaticity in interior?

This correction arises, in principle, because in the o
(mostly ideal-gas) layers of the planet, the Rosseland-m
photon opacity at thermal wavelengths may fall below
value necessary to cause convective instability (Guillot et
1994). However, as discussed by Guillot et al. (2002),
presence of alkali elements in solar proportions may su
to supply enough opacity to restore convective instability
the region from 1 to 10 kbar. On the other hand, a var
of the dense-hydrogen equation of state proposed by
(1998) has the interesting property, at pressures∼ 1 Mbar,

(6)

(
∂P

∂T

)
ρ

< 0,

whereρ is the mass density. In a region where Eq. (6) is tr
the material is always stable to convection regardless o
temperature gradient. There is a controversy about whe
Ross’ model has theoretical justification (see Hubbard e
2002; Guillot et al., 2002), and we do not explore its co
sequences in the present paper. Instead, we assume th
interior regions of the planet in whichX is constant have
piecewise continuous specific entropy. At interfaces s
as a phase boundary (e.g., between molecular and me
hydrogen), we takeT andP to be continuous with a corre
sponding jump inS.

1.4. Rotation

Both Jupiter and Saturn are rapid rotators, and are
sequently nonspherical. As the planet evolves and contr
the rotation rate and axial moment of inertia change. S
the spin angular momentum is conserved to good app
imation, some of the heat lost from the interior goes i
increasing the planet’s spin kinetic energy, which must
deducted from the luminosity. However, as shown by H
bard (1970), this effect produces only a small correction
the thermal evolution aget . Therefore we ignore the effec
of rotation in the energy balance calculation.

Similarly, for purposes of the present paper, we repl
the rotationally distorted Jupiter or Saturn with an equ
alent spherical planet of the same mass and surface
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As described below, the equivalent spherical planet att =
4.56 Gyr (present) is fitted to constraints on the present
Jupiter and Saturn (mass, radius, and axial moment of
tia).

1.5. Correction for chemical inhomogeneity in interior

The present-day atmospheric composition, age, and
trinsic heat flow of the giant planets Jupiter and Saturn
in principle, coupled. However, detailed quantitative e
mates of the variation of atmospheric abundances and
flow as a function of aget have been lacking. The semin
papers of Stevenson and Salpeter (1977a, 1977b) pred
that both Jupiter and Saturn might have limited solubi
of helium in the metallic-hydrogen fluid interior, leadin
to a depletion of the atmospheric He abundance and
extension of the cooling age beyond the value for che
cally homogeneous evolution. Stevenson (1975) made
first quantitative prediction of the two-component phase
gram of a hydrogen–helium plasma at multi-Mbar pressu
First-generation evolutionary models for Jupiter and S
urn (Pollack et al., 1977; Hubbard, 1977; Grossman et
1980) showed that the observed heat flow from Jupiter
consistent with homogeneous evolution, but that chemic
homogeneous models for Saturn evolved too fast, typic
passing through the present-day heat flow value one to
gigayears before present. Initial Voyager results for the
mospheric helium abundances in both Jupiter and Sa
showed a marked depletion of helium relative to solar
tio, suggesting that inhomogeneous evolution was ind
important for both bodies (Conrath et al., 1984). In a po
Voyager review paper Hubbard and Stevenson (1984)
sented a rough analysis of the expected extension of Sat
cooling age due to He sedimentation. The analysis indic
rough consistency with the planet’s age and the Voyage
mospheric He abundance.

The observational and theoretical situation has since
come less clear-cut. The shortfall in Saturn’s cooling age
homogeneous evolution seems robust (e.g., Hubbard e
2002), but the evidence for pronounced atmospheric He
pletion has eroded. Table 2 summarizes available dat
atmospheric abundances in Jupiter and Saturn. We do
t

d

s

,

t

present in Table 2 the Voyager result for Jupiter’s He m
fraction,Y = 0.18± 0.04 (Gautier et al., 1981), as it is full
superseded by results from the two He-abundance ex
ments on the Galileo Entry Probe, the HAD (Von Zahn
al., 2000) and the NMS (Niemann et al., 2000). The solaY

value in Table 2 represents the solar atmospheric value
parently slightly reduced from the primordial solar syst
value,Yprimordial= 0.27, due to diffusion in the Sun (Bahca
et al., 1995). The HAD and NMS values for Jupiter’sY are in
good agreement, with the more-precise HAD result abouσ
lower thanYprimordial and about 3σ lower than the presen
day solar atmosphericY . Thus, Jupiter’s atmospheric H
depletion is less marked than the Voyager result, but still
nificant.

The row labeled “Z” in Table 2 represents, for the S
the expected mass fraction of all elements beyond H an
(“metals” in astrophysical parlance). For Jupiter and Sat
“Z” represents the estimated mass fraction ofdetected ele-
ments beyond H and He.

The error bars for the Voyager result for Jupiter,Y =
0.18± 0.04, and the HAD result,Y = 0.231± 0.006, do not
quite overlap, and there has been concern that a syste
problem of some sort, possibly in the radio-occultation p
file for the atmospheric temperatureT as a function of pres
sureP , might affect the VoyagerY values for both Jupite
and Saturn. Conrath and Gautier (2000) revisited the de
tion of Saturn’sY from Voyager infrared radiometry. The
fitted Saturn’s infrared flux with a self-consistentT –P pro-
file, rather than making use of the radio-occultationT –P
profile, and derived the value in the last column of Table
findingY = 0.215± 0.035, instead of the much lower Voy
ager result,Y = 0.06± 0.05.

According to the Galileo NMS results, Jupiter’s a
mosphericZ is at least twice the solar value. Since Jupite
carbon abundance is about three times solar, Jupiter’s
oxygen abundance could be enhanced by a similar fa
(Owen et al., 1999). In an alternate scenario (Gautie
al., 2001), Jupiter’s deep oxygen abundance might be m
than nine times solar. It is possible that the NMS oxyg
abundance is affected by jovian meteorology (Showm
and Ingersoll, 1998), since a gradual increase in the a
dance was measured up to the maximum depth reache
ised
ction
Table 2
Detected atmospheric elemental abundances in Jupiter and Saturn

Element Solar Galileo NMS Galileo HAD Saturn–Voyager Saturn rev
mass fraction mass fraction mass fraction mass fraction mass fra

H 0.736 0.742 0.742 0.92 0.76
He 0.249 0.231± 0.04 0.231± 0.006 0.06± 0.05 0.215± 0.035
C 0.0029 0.009± 0.002 ∼ 0.01
N 0.00085 � 0.012 ∼ 0.004
O 0.0057 � 0.0035
Ne 0.0018 � 0.0002
P 0.00001 � 0.00007 ∼ 0.00003
S 0.00050 0.00091± 0.00006
Ar 0.00007 � 0.00015
“Z” 0 .015 0.027 ∼ 0.02
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the probe. Note that the solar value for the oxygen ab
dance has recently been revised downward (Allende P
et al., 2001). As a result, the Galileo NMS’s upper limit f
Jupiter’s deep oxygen abundance increases to 60% o
lar (previously it was 35% of solar, based on Grevesse
Sauval, 1998). Assuming that the Galileo NMS abunda
for oxygenis affected by meteorology, and that the true de
oxygen abundance in Jupiter, like carbon, is actually th
times solar,Z in Jupiter’s envelope might be as large
∼ 0.05. Based on a detailed parametric study of Jupit
overallZ abundance using Galileo probe results, Guillo
al. (1997) concluded that for Jupiter, 0.04< Z < 0.14. In
this paper, we do not carry out a detailed study of Jup
or Saturn’sZ. Rather, in Sections 2 and 3.1–3.4 we pa
meterize our spherical models by a spatially and tempor
constant value ofZ in the hydrogen–helium layers of th
planet. This value ofZ, which is determined by using a wat
equation of state to represent all of the “ices,” will be cal
Zice in the following. The value ofZice is inferred by adjust-
ing it to give the correct mean radius and axial momen
inertia of the planet at the present epoch. As has been n
in previous studies (e.g., Hubbard and Stevenson, 1
Guillot et al., 1997), static models of Jupiter and Saturn g
values ofZice comparable in magnitude toY (in contrast to
solar composition). Thus the possibility of significant inh
mogeneous evolution involving separation of the ice com
nent, instead of helium, cannot be ruled out. In Section
we schematically explore the possibility of redistribution
Zice as Saturn evolves.

Hubbard et al. (1999) made the first quantitative atte
to evaluate the inhomogeneous evolution of Jupiter and
urn, using the expression (cf. Eq. (4))

(7)L(M, t,X) = −M

1∫
0

dmT
∂S

∂t
,

where the dimensionless mass-shell variablem is defined by

(8)m = 1

M

r∫
0

4πr ′ 2 dr ′ρ(r ′).

Equation (7) gives the heat extracted from the planet’s
terior per unit time. The equation is valid for homogene
evolution, where the isentropic interior evolves to progr
sively lower-entropy adiabats. When inhomogeneous ev
tion occurs, the equation is still valid, but more heat can
extracted because denser matter (e.g., more He-rich m
has lower entropy per unit massS at givenT andP . Thus,
keeping the interior fixed on aT (P ) relation corresponding
to the surface condition (Eq. (2)), heat can be extracted a
outer layers (at lowerT ) lose a dense component, causingS

to rise in these layers, while the deeper layers (at higheT )
increase in density, causingS to decrease in these layers.
-

;

)

2. Proposed phase diagrams

2.1. The “standard” theory of H–He mixtures

Figure 1 shows a high-pressure phase diagram for
drogen (Hubbard et al., 2002; Guillot et al., 2002), w
calculatedT –P relations in present-day Jupiter and Satur
hydrogen-rich layers superimposed (heavy solid lines).
dashed extensions of these curves to the upper right sho
timates of the course of Jupiter and Saturn’s interiors in t
deepest nonhydrogen-rich cores.

In the T –P range shown in Fig. 1, there is only on
relevant phase boundary for pure hydrogen: the boun
between liquid molecular hydrogen (H2) and liquid metallic
hydrogen (H+). The dashed curve marked “PPT?” shows
(controversial) boundary between these two phases, th
called Plasma Phase Transition (PPT) calculated by Sau
et al. (1995, SCVH). The solid line labeled “50%” shows
alternative theory (Ross, 1998) for the boundary between
mainly molecular and mainly metallic states of hydrog
According to Ross, there is a smooth transformation ra
than an abrupt first-order phase transition between the
states; the curve indicates where half of the H atoms ar
H2 molecules and half are unbound atoms. The dot-da
line on the left side of Fig. 1 shows the computed sho
compression trajectory of the laser implosion experime
of Collins et al. (1998). The hatched areas show poss
regions of limited miscibility of He in H+, to be discussed
below. There are no experimental data yet available conc
ing the miscibility of He in H+.

The theory of Stevenson (1975) and of Hubbard and
Witt (1985, HDW) give equivalent results for the miscibili
of He in metallic hydrogen. Both theories apply perturb

Fig. 1. Temperature–pressure plot of the interiors of Jupiter and Satu
t = 4.56 Gyr, superimposed on a hydrogen phase diagram (see text fo
tails). The upper boundary of the horizontally hatched region shows
minimum temperature at which He is fully miscible in metallic hydrog
with a mass fractionY = 0.27, while the lower boundary shows the mi
imum temperature corresponding toY = 0.21, according to HDW theory
The lower vertically hatched region shows the same He miscibility lim
according to Pfaffenzeller et al. (1995), while the upper vertically hatc
region shows the modification to the Pfaffenzeller et al. theory that giv
realistic prolongation of Saturn’s age (see Section 3).
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Fig. 2. Sample results for the Gibbs energy of mixing�G of H and He, ac-
cording to HDW theory. Separation into He-poor and He-rich liquid pha
is shown by means of the double-tangent construction (dashed lines; l
dashed line corresponds to the highest temperature).

tion theory to a model of fully pressure-ionized He and
For convenience, we use the HDW theory rather than
Stevenson theory to calculate miscibility limits represen
tive of either theory. Using a computer-coded version of
HDW theory, we calculate the Gibbs free energyG per atom
of a H–He mixture, using

(9)G = E − T S + (P/ρ)

N
,

whereN is the total number of H and He atoms per gra
E is the internal energy per gram, and 1/ρ is the volume pe
gram. LettingNH be the number of H atoms per gram a
NHe the number of He atoms per gram, we define the
mole fraction to be

(10)x = NHe

N
,

and we define the usual Gibbs free energy of mixing (
atom),�G, by

(11)�G = G− xG(x = 1)− (1− x)G(x = 0).

It is important to note that the SCVH theory for a H–H
mixture is produced by a linear superposition of the ther
dynamics of pure hydrogen and pure helium (apart from
mixing entropy), and thus SCVH theory doesnot include a
description of H–He immiscibility. However, HDW theo
does include the essential parts of Stevenson’s (1975) th
for describing separation into two liquid phases. For our p
poses here, we treat the Stevenson theory and the HDW
ory as interchangeable, equivalent to the “standard” the
of H–He mixtures in the liquid-metallic H regime. Figure
shows some representative calculations from HDW the
for a pressure of 5 Mbar, indicating separation into two
existing phases with differing values ofx, according to the
double-tangent construction.

2.2. Parameterization of theories of H–He mixtures

For the purpose of conveniently incorporating phase
aration in calculations of evolving planetary models, we
t

y

-

Fig. 3. Plusses show the equilibrium curve for H–He mixtures, accordin
HDW theory. The vertical line shows primordial nebular composition;
solid curve shows the fit of Eq. (12) to the HDW theory. The two das
curves show possible (unphysical) modifications to the HDW theory
would give a correct Saturn age (discussed in Section 3, and there la
Trials 2 and 3).

quire convenient parametric representations for fairly c
plex equilibrium curves. Figure 3 shows the full equil
rium curve (plusses) for a H–He mixture at 5 Mbar, co
puted using HDW theory. The vertical straight line sho
the value ofx corresponding to primordial nebular comp
sition, Y = 0.27. As the diagram indicates, when a H–
mixture of this composition cools to a temperature below
equilibrium curve delineated by the plusses (about 500
at 5 Mbar), essentially pure He droplets (withx ≈ 1) will
separate out. Thus, we make the approximation that
only necessary, for purposes of evolutionary models, to
scribe the phase equilibrium curve in the vicinity of an init
primordial composition,x ≈ 0.08, with the further approx
imation that the coexisting phase hasx ≈ 1. Using HDW
theory, we carried out a sequence of calculations over
pressure range appropriate to liquid-metallic hydrogen in
jovian (and saturnian) interior, and parameterized the re
according to

(12)log10T = c1 log10P + c2 log10x + c3,

where the best fit to HDW theory givesc1 = −0.234,c2 =
0.315, andc3 = 4.215, forT in K andP in Mbar.

As we see in Section 3, the unmodified HDW theory d
not give the correct Saturn age. In order to modify the t
ory, as well as incorporate alternative theories, we need s
guidance as to the physical significance of the constan
Eq. (12) or its equivalent.

A common approximation (see Stevenson, 1979 and P
fenzeller et al., 1995) for the saturation value ofx is written

(13)x = exp(B −A/kBT ),

whereB is a dimensionless constant,kB is Boltzmann’s
constant, andA is a constant with units of energy. We c
estimate the constantsB andA by assuming that forx 
 1,
and atT ∼ 5000 K, the internal energy and pressure can
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replaced with their zero-temperature values and that the
tropy is dominated by the ideal entropy of mixing. Thus
approximate Eq. (9) with

(14)G ≈ E0 + (P0/ρ)

N
− T

Smix

N
= H0

N
− T

Smix

N
,

whereE0, P0, andH0 are respectively the internal energ
pressure, and enthalpy per gram at zero temperature
Smix is the ideal entropy of mixing of a liquid composed
H and He,

(15)
Smix

N
= kBx lnx + kB(1− x) ln(1− x).

If we make the approximationx 
 1 and minimizeG, ap-
proximation (14) yields

(16)B ≈ 0, A ≈ 1

N

(
∂�H0

∂x

)
x=0

,

such thatA can be interpreted as the increase in entha
upon addition of a helium atom to pure liquid-metallic h
drogen. Here�H0 is the zero-temperature enthalpy of m
ing, defined analogously to Eq. (11),

(17)�H0 = H0 − xH0(x = 1)− (1− x)H0(x = 0).

Fitting Eq. (13) to explicit HDW calculations atP =
5 Mbar andx = 0.08, we obtainB = 0.64, A = 1.37 eV.
The value ofB is not precisely zero because of limitatio
of approximation (14) and becausex is not extremely small
The value ofA agrees well with Stevenson’s (1979) estim
of ∼ 1.6 eV. Figure 4 shows a comparison of Eq. (12) a
other parametric representations of the form of Eq. (13) w
the H–He phase curve of HDW.

Note thatA determines the rate of change ofx with re-
spect to the interior temperature at a fixed pressure; h
the larger the value ofA, the larger the contribution of phas
separation to the planet’s luminosity. For fixedA, the value
of B determines the temperature at which phase separ
commences: the largerB, the higher the temperature and t
earlier the epoch.

2.3. Phase diagram of Pfaffenzeller et al.

The theories of Stevenson (1975) and HDW assume
pressure ionization of hydrogen and helium. Pfaffenzelle
al. (1995) use a molecular dynamics method to calculate
region of He immiscibility, taking into account a consiste
treatment of the electronic structure around the nuclei. T
find that the location and shape of the He separation re
is substantially different for apartially ionized plasma. For
the region of interest in their calculation, 4 to 24 Mbar (pr
sures greater than 4 Mbar are likely safely within the reg
of H+), they find a critical demixing line with aT (P ) slope
opposite to that of Stevenson and HDW (this would c
respond to a positive value ofc1 in Eq. (12)). The region
for the onset of helium separation in a solar composi
d

Fig. 4. An alternate representation of Fig. 3, to show the adequacy o
proximation (13). Light solid curve shows the maximum He conten
liquid-metallic hydrogen atP = 5 Mbar, according to HDW theory. Uppe
horizontal line shows primordial He abundance. Solid straight line sh
Eq. (12) evaluated at 5 Mbar. The two dashed curves show (probabl
physical) modifications to the HDW theory that would give a correct Sa
age (Trials 2 and 3, discussed in Section 3). The upper dot-dashed
shows a modification to the theory of Pfaffenzeller et al. (1995), in wh
He immiscibility increases with pressure, that would give a correct Satu
age (Section 3.4). The lower horizontal line and lower dot-dashed curv
lustrate the point that unmixing of a less-abundant element, such as
or O, with a larger value ofA, could also give a correct Saturn age (Se
tion 3.5).

mixture runs nearly parallel to planetary internal adiab
However, the critical temperature for He separation is ne
a factor of 2 lower than values estimated for Saturn’s in
rior, meaning Saturn could not reach this region in a Hub
time.

The Pfaffenzeller et al. theory can be represented by
alytic expressions of the form of Eq. (13). Independen
fitting Eq. (13) to the Pfaffenzeller et al. results, we find t
A is an increasing function of pressure and can be descr
by

(18)A = 1.0 eV

(
P

4

)0.387

,

for P in Mbar, while by hypothesisB = 0 at all pressures
Thus, Pfaffenzeller et al.’s theory givesA = 1.09 eV at a
pressure of 5 Mbar. TheT (P ) relation implied by Eqs. (13
and (18), forx fixed at the primordial nebular value 0.0
lies essentially parallel to Jupiter and Saturn adiabats
logT vs. logP plot. ThisT (P ) relation liesbelow Jupiter
and Saturn adiabats (see Fig. 1), implying that neither pl
would unmix helium. However, in Section 3.4 we show th
fairly minor modifications, probably well within the range
uncertainty of the Pfaffenzeller et al. theory, can be mad
A andB, leading to a Saturn model that enters the regio
He separation and then evolves to the current age and cu
intrinsic heat flow.
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3. Evolutionary models

3.1. Homogeneous evolution

We first create evolutionary models for Jupiter and Sa
for which the planet’s interior remains homogeneous d
ing its entire cooling history. Our equation of state is
“interpolated” equation of state of hydrogen and helium
SCVH. We use the nongray isolated-object grid of mode
mospheres of Burrows et al. (1997). With these in place
can calculate the time step between successive models
evolutionary sequence. Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

(19)δt = −M

L

1∫
0

T δS dm,

whereδt is the time step, and the other variables have
same meanings as defined earlier.

For the equation of state for our rocky core we use
ANEOS equation of state of olivine. This may perhaps
overly dense compared to the planets’ actual cores, w
are thought to be composed of an unknown mixture
rock and ices. For the heavy element enhancement in
hydrogen envelope we use the H2O equation of state o
ANEOS, and assume the volume-additivity rule. The fi
five columns of Table 3 give the planet and the obser
quantities that constrain the final model. The last th
columns give inferred parameters for homogeneous ev
tion.

As shown in Fig. 5, with our homogeneous mode
Jupiter reachesTeff = 124.4 K in 4.7 Gyr, while Saturn
reachesTeff = 95.0 K in 2.1 Gyr. Theses results are very si
ilar to those found by many other authors, including Hubb
et al. (1999), which lends confidence that the simplificati
made in our evolution models are acceptable.

Uncertainties in the atmospheric boundary condition
the H/He EOS make up the bulk of the uncertainties
modeling the evolution of giant planets. The Burrows
al. (1997) model atmosphere grid is the best atmosph
boundary condition currently available for modeling the e
lution of giant planets and brown dwarfs. The grid is nong
and utilizes the predicted abundances of atoms and m
cules in chemical equilibrium. It should be noted that t
grid is for solar metallicity, whereas the atmospheres
Jupiter and Saturn appear to have 3 and∼ 5 metallicity en-
hancements in their atmospheres. The increased opac
a metal enhanced atmosphere should tend to slow a
et’s evolution, but not nearly enough to make up Satu
n

-

f
-

Fig. 5. Homogeneous evolution of Jupiter and Saturn, along with inhom
neous evolution of Saturn using the standard theory of helium immiscib
of HDW. This increase in the cooling time due to the HDW phase diag
is actually an upper limit, as discussed in the text. Marked in dotted line
the age of the solar system (4.56 Gyr) and the current effective tempera
of Jupiter and Saturn, 124.4 and 95.0 K, respectively. The inhomogen
Saturn model’sYatmosfalls to 0.215 at an effective temperature 95.0 K.

shortfall. Knowledge of the EOS of hydrogen and heli
has been a long-standing problem in the modeling if g
planets and leads to the greatest uncertainty in evolu
ary calculations. Recent shock experiments (Collins et
1998) on hydrogen indicate deficiencies in the SCVH “in
polated” EOS, but even these experiments are the subje
controversy (Knudson et al., 2001). The SCVH EOS is
best currently available for astrophysical applications.
certainties in the EOS could lead to errors of up to∼ 0.4 Gyr
in evolution calculations for Jupiter and Saturn.

3.2. Inhomogeneous evolution

Inhomogeneous evolution adds a complicating facto
the evolution picture. When the initially protosolar ratio h
lium/hydrogen mixture encounters a region of pressure
temperature is which helium is immiscible, the helium s
arates into two phases. As noted earlier, one phase is e
tially pure helium. Enough helium separates out such
the remaining helium is miscible in the hydrogen. The
lium that separates out will coalesce via diffusion to fo
droplets. These droplets will fall to deeper layers in
planet under the influence of gravity, despite convec
(Stevenson and Salpeter, 1977b). The droplets then r
solve at higher pressures in the H+ when they leave the im
miscibility region. Since the interior is fully convective up
the planet’s visible atmosphere, helium from lower-press
Table 3
Planetary parameters

Planet Known age Teff Meana C/Ma2 Model age ModelZice ModelMcore
(Gyr) (K) (km) (Gyr) (M⊕)

Jupiter 4.56 124.4 69235 0.264 4.7 0.059 10
Saturn 4.56 95.0 57433 0.220 2.1 0.030 21
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layers nearer to the planet’s surface will continuously m
down into the immiscible region. We assume that this h
pens instantaneously (relative to evolutionary timesca
Layers at pressures lower than that of the immiscible reg
become helium-depleted, and layers at pressures highe
that of the immiscible region become helium-enriched.
observable consequence is that the planet’s atmospher
comes depleted in helium relative to the protosolar ratio.

As discussed in detail by Stevenson and Salpeter (197
the He concentration gradient has important effects on
temperature gradient in the immiscibility region. It is w
known that composition gradients tend to inhibit conv
tion, such that a steeper temperature gradient is need
maintain convective instability. In addition, the temperat
at the bottom in the immiscibility region is the starting po
for the helium-enriched adiabat in the homogeneous heli
enriched regions of the deep H+ interior. Stevenson an
Salpeter (1977b) found that the temperature gradient in
immiscibility region matches a condition for overstabili
and estimated the thickness of the immiscibility region
be 103–104 km, which is∼ 1.5–15% of the planet’s radius
a fairly large range.

Deriving the actual temperature gradient is nontrivial
cause it involves interplay with the phase diagram. If, a
given pressure, the temperature is increased, this allo
greaterY to be miscible at that pressure. But this then
creases the composition gradient, which leads to a ste
temperature gradient, and again allows a greaterY at this
pressure. Here we find the two limits to the temperature
dient in the immiscibility region, and investigate the effe
on the evolution of Saturn.

The first limit would be that the composition gradie
does not affect the temperature gradient. This would be
smallest temperature gradient possible and would lead t
He gradient region taking up the largest amount of the p
et’s radius. We find this lower limit by essentially settingY

for the depleted (outer) layer, and then calculatingY in the
gradient region and homogeneous enriched (inner) reg
of the planet, with the constraints that the mass of the
lium in the planet must be conserved, andY in the gradient
region given by the maximum allowed by the HDW pha
diagram. The adiabatic temperature gradients of the ho
geneous inner and outer regions are joined in the cent
the immiscibility region.

We attempted to find an upper limit to the temperat
gradient by setting the gradient equal to the limit for co
vective stability. This is the boundary between overstab
and instability. The temperature gradient could be stee
than this condition, if the overstable modes are ineffici
(Stevenson and Salpeter, 1977b). However, as desc
later, this condition did lead us to the maximum possi
temperature gradient.

Our limit is derived as follows. We have

(20)
dP

dρ
=

(
∂P

∂ρ

)
+

(
∂P

∂T

)
dT

dρ
+

(
∂P

∂x

)
dx

dρ
,

T ,x ρ,x T ,ρ
n

-

,

o

r

f

and since

(21)

(
∂P

∂ρ

)
S,x

=
(
∂P

∂ρ

)
T ,x

+ T

ρ2CV

(
∂P

∂T

)2

ρ,x

,

after manipulation, the temperature gradient at the con
tive stability limit can be written

(22)
dT

dP
= T

ρ2CV

dρ

dP
+ dx

dP

(
∂T

∂x

)
P,ρ

,

where the first term is the standard adiabatic tempera
gradient and the second term has two factors due to
composition gradient. The first factor, dx/dP , is the actual
composition gradient and the second factor,∂T /∂x, must be
calculated from the H/He EOS. In our situation both fact
are always positive, with∂T /∂x being on the order of a few
×105 K.

In the absence of an a priori constraint on the thicknes
the immiscibility region, this stability limit leads to a vanis
ing thickness for the inhomogeneous region and a very s
temperature gradient because of the large positive valu
∂T /∂x. For example, if we consider a case where the p
et’s atmospheric helium mass fractionYatmoshas dropped to
0.215, overall conservation of He in the planet requires
the interior helium mass fraction (below the inhomogene
layer)Yinterior = 0.35. The phase diagram then requires t
there be a temperature jump equal to 1300 K as we reac
bottom of the inhomogeneous layer. Deeper interior lay
continue on this warmer, He-enriched adiabat.

For our lower limit for the temperature gradient, the e
tire planet cools as a region of the interior falls through
region of helium immiscibility. For the upper limit of th
temperature gradient, as the helium-depleted (H2) exterior
cools, the helium-enriched (H+) interior becomes increas
ingly warmer, due to the increasingly large step in temp
ature in the gradient region. These two possibilities lea
very different evolutionary histories. For a cooling histo
with the upper limit of the temperature gradient, the de
interior is much warmer (and hence has a higher entro
than for the case with the minimum temperature gradi
If the interior is kept at a high entropy state, little ener
is released, so the helium separation does little to affec
planet’s cooling. In the second case (the minimum temp
ture gradient), the entropy drops rapidly in the interior, a
much energy is released, which allows the planet to rem
at a highTeff, and hence, retards its cooling. Stevenson
Salpeter’s (1977b) analysis found that the temperaturedoes
increase in the deep helium-enriched interior, so the ac
temperature gradient is likely to be closer to the upper li
than the lower limit.

The size of the immiscibility region will grow as th
planet cools. This is due to two reasons. First, the predi
immiscibility region is roughly triangular on a logP–logT
plot. More importantly, the size of the immiscibility regio
(in P–T phase space) is larger for a greater helium m
fraction—immiscibility will occur at a higher temperatur
Since the maximum ratio of helium to hydrogen that
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miscible is a function of pressure and temperature, in
immiscibility region of Saturn’s interior just deeper than h
drogen’s molecular-metallic transition, a gradient in heli
mass fraction is established. At a given mass shell in
gradient region, the helium mass fraction is the maxim
allowed by the HDW phase diagram.

With our inhomogeneous evolution code we are abl
test whether the HDW phase diagram leads to enough
lium separation to prolong Saturn’s cooling to its curr
known effective temperature and age. Figure 5 shows
results of homogeneous evolutionary models of Jupiter
Saturn, as well as the evolution of Saturn with helium se
ration, using the phase diagram of HDW and PPT hydro
transition phase line of SCVH. This transition pressur
∼ 1.9 Mbar in our region of interest. Both planets are
sumed to have an initial helium mass fractionY = 0.27.
Jupiter reaches its current effective temperature and age
short of reaching the HDW helium immiscibility region,
helium separation has no effect on its evolution.

In Saturn, helium separation starts atTeff ∼ 107 K, and
its atmosphericY falls to 0.215. The extension of coolin
shown,∼ 0.8 Gyr, is for thelower limit for the temperature
gradient in the immiscibility region. This is the maximu
extension of cooling. The cooling curve for theupper limit
for the temperature gradient (not shown) plots on top of
homogeneously evolving Saturn—the energy from hel
separation goes into heating the deep interior, but doe
change the planet’s luminosity. This is the minimum ext
sion of cooling. Since the actual temperature gradient
be between these limits, the extension of cooling will be
tween 0 and 800 Myr. Figures 6 and 7 show the chang
Y andS during the helium-separation phase of the plan
evolution for the minimum helium immiscibility temper
ture gradient. Figures 8 and 9 show the same, but with
maximum temperature gradient. Apparent in the figure

Fig. 6. Saturn’s interior helium mass fraction for theminimum temperature
gradient limit as the planet evolves into the helium immiscibility regi
Both Figs. 6 and 7 show the last 9 Saturn models used to create the “S
HDW” cooling curve in Figure 5. However, here the first 3 models ove
because their interior maintains a constantY = 0.27. Helium is lost from
the H2 region and gained in the H+ region.
-

t

t

Fig. 7. Saturn’s interior entropy in theminimum temperature gradient limi
as the planet evolves in the helium immiscibility region. All hydrogen r
layers are homogeneous and posses the same entropy until a portion
planet starts to lose He. The He gradient region grows as the planet
The nine models shown are the same as in Fig. 6. The progressive droS

of the H2 region is stalled asS drops significantly in the H+ region. The
transition from H2 to H+ remains nearly constant at a mass fraction of 0
The core, here the inner 20% of the planet’s mass, is assumed to no
part in the planet’s evolution.

the partitioning of helium toward deeper layers, at the
pense of helium in the molecular region, as well as the d
in S in the planet’s helium-rich layers. The greater the
crease inS, the greater the energy release, and conseque
the greater effect helium separation has on the planet’s c
ing. In the maximum temperature gradient case, since
interior temperatures become warmer,S falls only modestly.
Since the maximum extension of Saturn’s cooling only
lows the planet to reach 3.0 Gyr at an effective temperatu
95.0 K, we conclude that if helium were the only species c
rently differentiating in Saturn, and this differentiation we
Saturn’s only additional energy source, the HDW phase
gram must be incorrect.

Fig. 8. Similar to Fig. 6, but here for themaximum temperature gradien
limit as the planet evolves into the helium immiscibility region. Helium
lost from the H2 region and gained in the H+ region.
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Fig. 9. Similar to Fig. 7, but here for themaximum temperature gradien
limit as the planet evolves in the helium immiscibility region. All hydrog
rich layers are homogeneous and posses the same entropy until a por
the planet starts to lose He. The nine models shown are the same as in
The drop in S in the H+ is relatively modest compared to Fig. 7, because
terior temperatures increase with increasedY , instead of decreasing. Again
the transition from H2 to H+ remains nearly constant at a mass fraction
0.53.

3.3. Modified HDW phase diagrams

The constantsA andB are fixed in HDW theory. How
much must these constants be modified to allow mode
Saturn to reach the planet’s known effective temperatur
its current age of 4.56 Gyr? And how physically reasona
is the resulting phase diagram?

Our two alternate phase diagrams are shown in Fi
(dashed curves). Both are modifications of the HDW ph
diagram, keeping the same value ofc1 in Eq. (12), but with
a change in shape such that as the planet cools, and its
abat falls into the unmixing region, the helium-poor pha
has less helium than predicted by the HDW phase diag
leading to more helium raining down for a given temperat
decrement. The first alternate phase diagram (designat
Trial 2 in Table 4) was required to have the same onset t
perature as HDW for the start of He separation. Accord
to HDW theory combined with our model–atmosphere g
f
.

i-

s

Fig. 10. The phase diagram of HDW with our first trial at modificati
(Trial 2 in Table 4). Also shown are current Jupiter and Saturn adiab
as well as the SCVH phase line (PPT), which we chose as our H2/H+
transition boundary. Solid diagonal lines are the immiscibility bounda
from HDW theory. Shown are lines for helium mass fractionY = 0.10,0.27
(protosolar), and 0.50. Dashed diagonal lines show the modification t
phase diagram. Unmixing atY = 0.27 remains in the same position, b
all other unmixing lines are brought in closer, meaning more He separ
will occur than for HDW, for the same drop in internal temperature. T
modification results in an increase in bothA andB.

helium separation begins in Saturn atTeff = 107 K. Trial 2
supposes that the H–He phase diagram is similar to H
theory in pressure dependence and temperature of ons
He separation, but that the actual temperature dependen
the effect is much steeper. As a result, the helium mass
tion in the planet’s H2 region must fall toY = 0.10 to allow
enough heat release to prolong Saturn’s age to∼ 4.56 Gyr
at Teff = 95.0 K. Figure 10 shows, on theP–T plane, how
HDW theory is modified for Trial 2.

The second alternate phase diagram (Trial 3) allows
planet to cool longer before He separation begins. We
pose that Saturn does not reach the immiscibility region u
Teff = 98.5 K, only 3.5 K above its currentTeff. This phase
diagram differs even more from that predicted by HDW. B
cause the additional energy from unmixing is added late
Saturn’s evolution, the age prolongation is greater for a g
mass of He unmixing; the atmospheric He mass fraction
Table 4
Saturn He separation models

Trial H phase line Phase diagram Teff (K), onset FinalYatmos Zice Mcore (MSat) Age (Gyr) A (eV) B

1 PPT Standard HDW 107 0.215 0.04 0.20 2.9 1.3 0.69
2 PPT Modified HDW 107 0.10 0.09 0.15 4.5 3.7 6.3
3 PPT Modified HDW 98.5 0.13 0.08 0.16 4.6 4.6 8.7
4 1 Mbar Modified HDW 107 0.06 0.09 0.15 4.6 2.8 3.8
5 1 Mbar Modified HDW 98.5 0.09 0.08 0.16 4.5 3.4 5.5
6 3 Mbar Modified HDW 107 0.14 0.09 0.15 4.9 2.1 2.2
7 3 Mbar Modified HDW 98.5 0.16 0.08 0.16 4.6 3.4 5.5
8 N/A Mod. Pfaf. 107 0.185 0.085 0.17 4.5 2.07 0.28
9 N/A Mod. Pfaf. 98.5 0.20 0.065 0.185 4.4 3.2 2.1

Ice N/A Mod. Pfaf. 125 0.045a 0.145a 0.14 4.3 3.65 0

Preferred models inboldface. The ages for models 1–7 indicate Saturn’s age for the maximum extension of cooling, as discussed in Section 3.2.
a FinalZice; initial Zice.
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Fig. 11. Cooling of Saturn after modifications to the HDW phase diagr
Homogeneous evolution and evolution of Trials 2 and 3, as described i
ble 4, are shown. Both allow Saturn to reach∼ 4.56 Gyr at 95.0 K, although
the minimum temperature gradient in the immiscibility region is used
described in the text. This leads to the maximum prolongation of the p
et’s cooling. The evolutionary paths of the models before the onset o
separation are slightly different due to the differences in core masse
hydrogen-envelope heavy element enhancement between the mode
phase diagram for both trials is probably not physically realizable. Coo
curves for other pairs of trials (4–5 and 6–7) look very similar to those
and 3. For Trials 2–7, modifications to the value ofB are unrealistic.

to 0.13 at 4.56 Gyr. The evolution of the model Saturn
Trials 2 and 3 can be seen in Fig. 11. It is important
note that the minimum temperature gradient was assu
in these modified HDW phase diagram trials, leading to
maximum possible prolongation of cooling.

But from theirB constants (see Table 4), it seems unlik
that either of these modified phase diagrams could be p
cally realizable. As discussed above, in the limit of small
mass fraction, theB constant should be close to zero, wh
Trials 2 and 3 haveB constants of 6.3 and 8.7, respective
So while they allow Saturn to reach its current age, it is
likely that these phase diagrams correspond to reality.

In addition, we constructed phase diagrams simila
those described, but with the H+/H2 transition pressur
moved to 1.0 Mbar (below the PPT) or 3.0 Mbar (above
PPT). The evolution proceeded in the same fashion as
scribed. As before, theB constants were in general too lar
for the phase diagram to be physically plausible.

One item of note from this analysis is a general tre
the higher the transition pressure, the greater the mass
tion of helium left in the planet’s molecular hydrogen regi
This is due to the fact that the higher the H2/H+ transition
pressure, the greater the total mass of the H2 region relative
to the H+ region in the planet, so there is a larger reservo
helium to be brought by convection into the immiscibility r
gion. The helium mass fraction does not need to decrea
much in order to transport the mass of helium necessa
prolong the planet’s cooling. It seems unlikely that a m
ified phase diagram in the style of HDW, in which heliu
separates out of a small region of the planet, but then re
solves into the H+ below the immiscibility region withou
e

-

-

-

s

falling down to settle onto the core, can explain Satu
current luminosity, if helium separation is the planet’s o
additional energy source.

3.4. Modifications to the Pfaffenzeller et al. phase diagram

The most recent calculation of the location of the heli
immiscibility region is that of Pfaffenzeller et al. (1995). F
a solar composition mixture of helium and hydrogen, S
urn’s interior does not enter the immiscibility region, as s
in Fig. 1. Nevertheless, the predicted position of helium
miscibility is plausibly near the internal adiabat of Satu
so we created a modified version of the Pfaffenzeller e
phase diagram with a higher temperature for the onset o
miscibility. The modification scheme was similar to that
the modified HDW phase diagrams, in which the shap
the phase diagram was changed as shown in Fig. 3. A
we found the constantsA andB by fitting Eq. (13) to the
modified phase diagram. The shape of the immiscibility
gion is much different from that predicted by HDW, havin
positivec1. Immiscibility increases with increasing pressur
and the upper boundary of the region runs nearly parall
the interior adiabats.

In our modified phase diagram, we simplified the evo
tion calculations by slightly changing the slope of the top
the immiscibility region to be exactly parallel to the adiaba
As in our HDW trials, Jupiter still does not enter this regi
in the age of the solar system. As in the original Pfaff
zeller et al. phase diagram, the immiscibility region exte
from 4 to 24 Mbar, affecting a large fraction of the liqui
metallic hydrogen region, and encompassing the pressu
the liquid metallic hydrogen/core boundary (∼ 10 Mbar).
Therefore, when helium separates from liquid metallic
drogen it sinks towards the center of the planet and se
onto the planet’s core, forming a pure helium layer. T
is the same style of evolutionary models discussed in H
bard et al. (1999). Helium is lost fromall hydrogen-rich
regions of the planet, due to the convective transport of
lium amongst all layers, and this helium settles onto the c

A small decrease in the helium mass fraction in the hyd
gen can lead to a significant amount of evolutionary cha
in the planet. Starting helium separation atTeff = 107 and
98.5 K, respectively (Trials 8 and 9 in Table 4), as in pre
ous models, these phase diagrams can lead to the nec
prolongation in evolution with only relatively modest d
creases inYatmos, to 0.185 and 0.20, respectively. The lat
reproduces the result of Hubbard et al. (1999): if helium s
aration started late in the planet’s evolution (atTeff ∼ 98.5 K)
and helium was lost from all hydrogen layers down to
core, a decrease in the atmosphericY to only 0.20 could
prolong Saturn’s cooling to reachTeff = 95.0 K at 4.56 Gyr.
Since there is no region where a gradient in composition
ists, just a helium-poor and pure helium region, the pla
remains fully convective and the adiabatic temperature
dient holds. Therefore, our predictions of Saturn’s exten
of cooling for this phase diagram arenot upper limits, but
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Fig. 12. Cooling of Saturn after modifications to the Pfaffenzeller et
(1995) phase diagram. Homogeneous evolution and evolution of Tria
and 9, as described in Table 4, are shown. Both allow Saturn to r
∼ 4.56 Gyr at 95.0 K. These cooling curves arenot upper limits, as they
were for the HDW phase diagram. (See text.) The evolutionary path
the models before the onset of He separation are slightly different du
the differences in core masses and hydrogen envelope heavy eleme
hancement between the models. The phase diagram for Trial 8 is pro
physically realizable, but less so for Trial 9.

are our actual predictions for the modified Pfaffenzeller
al. phase diagrams.

Of the modified phase diagrams that lead to suffic
prolongation of Saturn’s evolution, the Pfaffenzeller et
(1995) style of phase diagram has the highest likelihoo
being physically realized. Trial 8 increases the value ofA to
2.1 eV, somewhat higher than but similar to all previous c
culations (Stevenson, HDW, Pfaffenzeller et al.), whileB is
close to zero, as expected for the theory of binary mixtu
at low concentration. Trial 8 leads to enough helium sep
tion to sufficiently prolong Saturn’s evolution, while leavin
an atmospheric He mass fraction that falls within the e
bars of the Conrath and Gautier (2000) analysis. Figure
shows the evolution of Saturn for Trials 8 and 9. Figure
shows the evolution ofS in the planet for Trial 8 after the
onset of helium separation.

3.5. Separation of heavier elements

Helium may not the only element that has a limited s
ubility in hydrogen at the temperatures and pressures
countered in giant planets. Since the Galileo entry pr
measurements have provided strong evidence that Ju
has an abundance of heavy elements around 3 times
and Saturn has perhaps a larger enhancement, the qu
of whether separation of “metals” could have an apprecia
effect on a planet’s evolution naturally arises.

We created an evolutionary model for Saturn in whic
heavy element or group of heavy elements separates
the hydrogen–helium mixture. In the planet’s initial sta
the heavy elements are uniformly mixed throughout the
velope. We generically call this evolution “CNO eleme
-

r
r,
n

Fig. 13. Evolution of Saturn’s interior entropy distribution under the mo
fied phase diagram of Trial 8. The pure helium layer on top of the core
much lower specific entropy than the hydrogen rich regions, leading to
lease of energy. Helium rains down from all hydrogen rich regions, cau
the pure helium region to grow as the planet cools.

separation,” and use the ANEOS H2O equation of state a
described earlier. Our modeling of the CNO separatio
not as detailed as that of He separation, since there ar
computed phase diagrams that may shed light on the
of pressure–temperature space where these elements
become immiscible. In this trial, we created another P
fenzeller et al. style phase diagram, in which the “ices”
lost uniformly from the H/He envelope and form a pure la
on the core. For our CNO separation phase diagram we
strained theB constant to be zero. As described above
Section 2.2, for a low number fraction of the immiscib
species (here the number fractionx ∼ 0.014)B should be
very close to zero. At 5 Mbar pressure we findA = 3.65 eV.
The phase diagram was shown in Fig. 4.

There have been at least two prior calculations conc
ing the phase separation of carbon and oxygen from liq
metallic oxygen. In a fashion similar to prior helium sepa
tion calculations, the assumption is made that the carbo
oxygen atoms are fully ionized. However, one investigat
(Stevenson, 1976) only calculated the critical temperat
and compositions for these mixtures. No phase diagr
were calculated. The critical compositions were found to
0.086 and 0.064 for carbon and oxygen, respectively, w
are ∼ 100 times greater than one would expect to find
Jupiter or Saturn. It is unclear at what temperatures such
concentrations of carbon and oxygen would separate
Brami et al. (1979) calculated phase diagrams for fully i
ized carbon/hydrogen and oxygen/hydrogen mixtures,
only for pressures in excess of 3 Gbar. Their calculati
at least qualitatively seem to indicate that very low conc
trations of carbon or oxygen could become immiscible
temperatures on the order of 1–10× 104 K. The applicabil-
ity of these calculations to the deep interiors of giant plan
is not clear, since carbon and oxygen are not expected
fully ionized.
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In our “Ice” trial, Saturn has an initial olivine core o
0.14MSat and uniform heavy element distribution ofZice =
0.145 in the H/He envelope. When Saturn reachesTeff =
125 K, the ices begin to separate out, and by the time
planet reachesTeff = 95 K, the mass fractionZice of heavy
elements in the H/He layer has fallen to 0.045. The entr
of the hydrogen-rich envelope increases slightly, since
mean molecular weight decreases, while the heavy-ele
core (with specific entropy set equal to zero) grows in s
Energy is released as mass shells near the core are t
from high-entropy H/He layers to zero-entropy ice laye
Figure 14 shows the cooling of Saturn with CNO separat
compared with homogeneous evolution of Jupiter and
urn.

Although CNO separation starts at a planetary effec
temperature greater than that for the onset of He separa
CNO separation cannot occur during the evolution of Jup
for this phase diagram. Our best-fit Jupiter model hasZice in
the planet’s envelope of 0.059. Jupiter’s adiabat never d
to temperatures low enough to encounter an immiscib
region forZice = 0.059.

Our CNO-separation evolutionary models can be see
a proof of concept for heavy-element separation in Sat
If the abundant CNO elements are initially enhanced b
factor of 5–10 in Saturn relative to solar abundance, thA

constant does not need to be unreasonably large for C
separation to occur. AnA constant larger than that of h
lium is probably even likely, considering that insertion
a larger atom such as oxygen into liquid-metallic hyd
gen should incur a larger enthalpy increase. Since Satu
colder than Jupiter and is probably more enriched in he
elements, a significant amount of heavy element separ

Fig. 14. Evolution of Saturn with separation of heavy elements. Ho
geneous evolutionary models are labeled “Saturn” and “Jupiter,” w
the evolution of Saturn with separation of CNO elements is labeled “
urn:Ice.” The phase diagram used is similar to that of Pfaffenzeller e
(1995), with a positivec1. Here the “ices” are lost from the entire h
drogen-rich envelope and form a layer of pure ice on the planet’s c
Separation of CNO elements allows Saturn to reachTeff = 95.0 K at an
age close to the solar system’s.
t

d

,

(and extension of cooling) can occur in Saturn without
corresponding effect on Jupiter.

Determining the water abundance in Jupiter is impor
both for a census of oxygen in the solar system and
cause it has recently been put forward as a sensitive te
the formation of the planet. A model proposed by Owen
al. (1999) predicts Jupiter’s ice component came from I
planetesimals that never were heated above 30 K. A pre
tion of this formation scenario is that Jupiter has three tim
solar abundance of water, the same as the enrichmen
has already been detected for other elements. In the sce
of Gautier et al. (2001) the planetesimals that gave ris
Jupiter’s ice component were clathrate hydrates, and
predict Jupiter should have an oxygen abundance at lea
times solar. Since we perform no detailed static models,
our equation of state for the ice component of the envelop
the planet (ANEOS H2O EOS) has been shown to be inac
rate at high pressure (Chau et al., 2001), one should con
our quoted best-fitZice values to be schematic. The read
should be aware of the possibility that phase separatio
water could lead to the planet’s atmospheric abundance
fering from that of the planet as a whole, although this s
nario is probably more likely for Saturn than Jupiter.

3.6. Summary of Trials

Table 4 summarizes the results for all of the phase
grams explored in this paper. Figure 15 shows theA andB

constants (at 5 Mbar) for all of the trials in Table 4. Wh
these constants are not bounded by any fundamental
straints at present, the shaded area in Fig. 15 shows the

Fig. 15.A andB parameters at 5 Mbar from Eq. (13) for Saturn mod
tabulated in Table 4. The open square and open circle are respective
unmodified Pfaffenzeller et al. (1995) and HDW theories. Solid square
modified Pfaffenzeller phase diagrams, while solid dots are modified H
phase diagrams. The solid triangle corresponds to a phase diagram fo
ration of CNO heavy elements as discussed in Section 3.5. The latter m
can work withB = 0 because the mole fraction of CNO elements is m
less than that of He (although still elevated with respect to solar mixin
tios). The hatched region shows models with plausibleB values, based o
prior calculated phase diagrams.
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of values forA andB that would be consistent with prev
ous studies and with the theory presented in Section 2
we see, only two trials that give the correct Saturn age
within this shaded region, Trial 8 and “Ice.” These trials
marked in bold face in Table 4 and represent the prefe
models of this paper. They also provide a prediction, b
for possible future Saturn abundance measurements, an
experimental studies of mixtures of hydrogen with heav
elements at high pressure.

4. Discussion

4.1. Implications for primordial Saturn core mass

Note the rocky (primordial) core mass for the Satu
models in Table 4. This mass can be as low as∼ 14–15 M⊕,
due to the large redistribution of helium towards the cente
the planet for certain extreme models. Although the mod
with smaller rock core masses have unphysical H/He ph
diagrams, the ice-separation model is plausible and has
mordial core mass of∼ 14 M⊕. The point is that a smalle
rocky core, together with either very helium-rich or ice-ri
layers near the planet’s core can reproduce Saturn’s obse
moment of inertia. Fourteen M⊕ is only 4 M⊕ larger than the
mass derived for Jupiter’s core, using the SCVH “interpo
ed” equation of state for hydrogen and helium. This wo
fit neatly in the core accretion theory for the formation of
giant planets, since it would then seem both planets beg
accrete gases onto their cores when they reached near
same “critical mass.” But as noted below, there may be o
complications as to how the primordial core mass relate
the current core mass.

4.2. Speeding Jupiter’s evolution

We have explored the evolution of Saturn and shown
various binary phase diagrams allow Saturn to reach the
of the solar system atTeff = 95.0 K. All require substan-
tial redistribution of helium or other abundant elements
the planet’s interior, leading to a corresponding decreas
the mass fraction of that element in the planet’s visible
mosphere. In our current theoretical understanding, any
separation in Jupiter would lead to a prolongation of e
lution, worsening the agreement with the age of the s
system attained with homogeneous models. The observ
that Jupiter’s atmospheric helium mass fraction is 0.231,
than the protosolar value of 0.27, remains problematic
significant. Surely helium separation is a likely explanati
and this case is bolstered by the observation that neon i
pleted in Jupiter’s atmosphere (see Table 2), which Roul
and Stevenson (1995) attributed to the incorporation of n
into helium droplets separating out from the hydrogen. A
cent review (Hubbard et al., 2002) points out that reduc
of the neon concentration by about a factor of ten, accom
nied by the indicated reduction of the helium concentrat
r

-

d

e

-

would require an unusually high solubility of neon atoms
the helium droplets. But if this is the case, some other
tor must be involved that without helium separation wo
allow the planet to cool more quickly than current homo
neous models predict.

There are several candidates for a process that could
to faster cooling to counteract the prolongation of co
ing due to phase separation. A full range of possibilit
is discussed in Guillot et al. (2002). Before any additio
processes are invoked, perhaps the first item to consid
the new generation of model atmospheres that have
developed in the past few years for EGPs and BDs. T
incorporate better knowledge of chemistry, cloud formati
and stellar irradiation, and will lead to a more accurate g
of model atmospheres for Jupiter and Saturn. Work on
veloping a new grid suitable for evolution calculations
currently in progress. This grid will incorporate the plane
metal enhancement (relative to solar) and the effect of
sorption of solar photons in the thin outer atmosphere, wh
tends to make Jupiter and Saturn’s atmospheres slig
more isothermal than isolated atmosphere models pre
It seems likely that these improvements will lead to sligh
larger cooling ages for both planets. In concert with be
atmospheric models, progress has been made on the al
of giant planets, which will allow a more refined estimate
the amount of absorbed solar flux over the planet’s his
(Sudarsky et al., 2000).

The equation of state in the region near 1–5 Mbar is
uncertain, as discussed in detail earlier. This has a larg
fect on evolutionary models of Jupiter and Saturn. For
ample, Guillot (1999) calculated an age of 2.0 Gyr for
adiabatic Saturn using the SCVH “interpolated” EOS, wh
using the SCVH “PPT” EOS gave 2.7 Gyr. The uncertai
in the EOS alone probably adds an uncertainty of±0.005
to 0.01 in the final calculatedYatmos for Saturn evolution-
ary models. Slightly more or less He may need to sepa
out in order to give the correct extension of cooling. P
haps differences between calculations and experiment
narrow in the next few years. Further experiments push
to higher pressures may help to elucidate the possibilit
a zone that is unconditionally stable to convection, as
cussed in Section 1.3. Such a zone might offer a possib
for modest diffusive separation of elements. Likewise,
perimental measurements of the high-pressure properti
H–He mixtures may provide information about the value
A and the sign of its pressure dependence.

An intriguing possibility for accelerating Jupiter’s (an
Saturn’s) evolution could be core erosion by convec
plumes. If heavy elements were eroded throughout the lif
the planet and distributed in the interior against the forc
gravity, some fraction of the planet’s internal energy co
be transformed into gravitational potential energy. Less
the planet’s internal energy would have to be radiated
space, leading to faster evolution. This hypothesis wo
also be a natural explanation for the origin of the he
element enhancement in the envelopes of the two pla
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(Guillot et al., 2002). A possible next step for inhomog
neous evolutionary models of Jupiter and Saturn would b
try to create a physically reasonable phase diagram such
Jupiter enters the region of He immiscibility and itsYatmos
drops to 0.231 at 4.56 Gyr, while Saturn is supplied su
cient energy via He separation to reach 4.56 Gyr. Some o
process, such as core erosion and redistribution may ha
be invoked to counteract the cooling extension of Jup
A study of that nature will be undertaken as a revised mo
atmosphere grid and high-pressure equation of state be
available.

5. Conclusions

If the recalculated Conrath and Gautier (2000) heli
abundance for Saturn (Yatmos= 0.215± 0.035) is correct,
a few statements can be made about the phase diagra
hydrogen and helium. If helium separation is the plan
only additional energy source, models in which helium ra
out and settles onto the planet’s core, rather than remi
at deeper levels, are preferred. Thus, the phase diagra
Stevenson (1975) and HDW, which predict a narrow reg
of helium separation, and modest extension of Saturn’s c
ing (less than 1 Gyr) are likely to be inapplicable to Jup
and Saturn. Models where helium is free to rain down to
planet’s core lead to a large energy release with only m
erate depletion of helium in the planet’s atmosphere. As
show, this could be accomplished by a phase diagram s
lar to that of Pfaffenzeller et al. (1995), but with about tw
as large anA, in which the immiscibility region runs roughl
parallel to the planet’s adiabats and maintains this shape
a pressure of∼ 10 Mbar. With this phase diagram Saturn
cooling can be extended so the planet reaches its curre
fective temperature at the age of the solar system, while
He mass fraction of its atmosphere falls from a protos
Y of 0.27 to 0.185. Separation of heavy and abundant C
elements could affect the evolution of both planets, but
conclusion is necessarily tentative.

New observations from the Cassini spacecraft that c
lead to another measurement of the helium abundance in
urn’s atmosphere will be extremely valuable. Even if hig
precision than that obtained by Conrath and Gautier (20
cannot be achieved, a new determination in support of t
work would lend confidence that we are finally closing in
the correct value of Saturn’s atmospheric helium abunda
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